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Molecular dynamics of the a-relaxation during crystallization of a low-
molecular-weight compound: A real-time dielectric spectroscopy study
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Low-molecular-weight compounds often crystallizes to systems with 100% crystallinity. There are
only a few examples where a small amorphous fraction, characterized by a glass transition, remains
after long time crystallization from the melt. The crystallization of such a glass-forming
low-molecular-weight compound was investigated in order to monitor the change of the molecular
dynamics with increasing crystallinity by dielectric spectroscopy and differential scanning
calorimetry ~DSC!. The measurement of the dielectrica-relaxation was performed in real time
during isothermal crystallization above the glass transition. At high crystallinities~above 90%! a
shift of the peak position and a broadening of the dielectric spectrum was observed. The calorimetric
glass transition temperature shifts in the same region for about 15 K to higher temperatures. No
direct information about the morphology of the samples is available at the moment but indirect
measurements indicate a layerlike crystalline structure. Then the remaining amorphous fraction can
be considered between the crystal layers and the observed changes in the relaxation behavior may
be caused by spatial confinement in the order of nanometer. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The glass transition as an universal phenomenon ca
observed not only in amorphous but also in semicrystal
systems. The molecular dynamics in semicrystalline po
mers are described in several publications.1,2 Only few
papers3 exist dealing with the relaxation behavior in sem
crystalline low-molecular-weight compounds. In contrast
polymers, it is difficult to fix a semicrystalline structure an
to measure the dynamics in the remaining noncrystalline
above their calorimetric glass transition temperature,Tg . In
most cases such sterically simple structures result in a
crystallization of the sample. Therefore only few details a
known about the influence of the crystalline structure and
possible spatial confinement on the relaxation behavio
low-molecular-weight compounds.

The investigation of the dynamic glass transition~a-
relaxation! during the crystallization should help to enlighte
the influence of crystallinity on the relaxation process.
literature some real time crystallization studies of polym
are described.4,5 Inspired by these experiments, we made
similar investigations at a low-molecular-weight compoun
The reason for our investigations is to answer the ques
whether the crystalline morphology influences thea-
relaxation in polymers and in nonpolymeric compounds d
ferently.

The morphology of polymers is mainly determined
the chain structure of the molecules. Crystallization in po
mers often stops at crystallinities of about 40% because

a!Electronic mail: joergen.dobbertin@physik.uni-rostock.de
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entanglements and other noncrystallizable parts of the c
near the growing crystal. In contrast to low-molecula
weight compounds, polymers do not crystallize to a sim
two-phase system. In addition to the crystalline and the m
like amorphous part a rigid amorphous fraction must
introduced.6 On this way the observation that there is n
always a one-to-one relationship between crystallinity a
the step in heat capacity in the glass transition region can
understood. The observed deviations are thought to
caused by molecules whose mobility is somehow hinde
~rigid amorphous!, even though they are entirely or partial
located within the amorphous phase.7

To distinguish between the influence of the rigid amo
phous fraction~chain structure! with restricted molecular
mobility and spatial confinement effects on the relaxat
behavior in semicrystalline polymers is very difficult.
seems easier to study semicrystalline samples showin
simple two phase behavior. In order to do this, we inve
gate the a-relaxation during crystallization of a low
molecular-weight compound. In such glass-forming syste
a rigid amorphous fraction, typical for long chain molecule
does not exist. Low-molecular-weight compounds oft
crystallize to a sample with 100% crystallinity. With increa
ing crystallinity the dimension of the remaining amorpho
matrix decreases. Because spatial confinement effects fo
a-relaxation are expected at dimensions below 10 nm~Refs.
8, 9! the final states of crystallization just before conta
between growing crystals is of special interest. In the cas
a sample with possible 100% crystallinity this state exi
only for a short time and there are other amorphous regi
with much bigger dimensions at the same time. The la
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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will determine the observed relaxation behavior. To stu
spatial confinement in low-molecular-weight compoun
therefore needs samples with remaining amorphous reg
between the crystals. There are only few examples wh
such amorphous fraction, characterized by a glass transi
remains after long time crystallization from the melt.3 The
crystallization of such a glass-forming low-molecular-weig
compound was investigated in order to monitor the chang
the molecular dynamics with increasing crystallinity by d
electric spectroscopy and differential scanning calorime
~DSC!. Finally, the observations give some hints which
fects are due to spatial confinement in a semicrystal
sample and which are caused by the chain structure of p
mers.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample

A glass-forming low-molecular-weight compound of th
novel sulfur ligated trilling type~Fig. 1! was investigated.
The synthesis of compounds with structure analogs are
scribed in Ref. 10. This compound was chosen becau
small amount of noncrystalline material remains after i
thermal crystallization. This seems to be due to the crys
lization in a layer structure, as detailed below.

An other reason for choosing this sample is due to
high dielectric relaxation intensity for thea-relaxation. So it
is possible to investigate the relaxation process up to h
crystallinity where the relaxation intensity decreases ne
two orders of magnitude.

The parameters at the melting point were taken from
first DSC scan for the crystals from the synthesis and
glass transition parameters were determined at the se
heating run after cooling with 10 K/min, see below~Table I!.

B. Dielectric measurements

The dielectric relaxation measurements were perform
with a BDS 4000 system from Novocontrol GmbH. Th
experimental setup uses a frequency response analyze

FIG. 1. 2,5-Bis-~2-propyloxycarbonyl-phenylsulfonyl! terephthalic acid
dipropyl ester.

TABLE I. Results from thermal and structural analysis.

Tm

~K!
DHm

~kJ/mol!
Tg

~K!
Dcp

~J/mol K!
Molecular mass

~calculated/measured!

C34H38O12S2

410 58.3 278.9 267 702.79/703
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1260 ~Solatron-Schlumberger!, which is supplemented by a
high-impedance preamplifier of variable gain.11 The sample
was prepared by melting the substance between two c
denser plates~16 mm in diameter! and quenching below
glass temperature. The sample with a thickness of 50mm
~fixed by Kapton spacers! was kept in a cryostat where th
sample temperature was controlled by using a nitrogen
stream of controlled temperature. Frequency scans were
formed at constant temperature, with a temperature stab
better than 0.1 K.

The measured frequency sweeps can be described q
titatively by generalized relaxation functions. The most ge
eral one is the Havriliak–Negami~HN! equation12

e* ~ f !5e`1
est2e`

~11~ i f / f HN!b!g ~0,b, bg<1!. ~1!

b and g are shape parameters;f is the frequency of the
applied field;f HN the characteristic frequency; and,De5est

2e` the relaxation strength or intensity@est5e8( f ) for f
! f HN ; e`5e8( f ) for f @ f HN#. The characteristic frequenc
f HN resulting from the fitting procedure depends on so
extent on the chosen shape parametersb and g. The fre-
quency of the maximum dielectric lossf max is not influenced
by the shape parameters and has been used in the follo
as the relaxation frequency. At the low frequency tail t
conductivity must be included in the fitting procedure.13

C. Calorimetric measurements

For the calorimetric measurements a Perkin–Elm
DSC-2 differential scanning calorimeter was used. The te
perature scale of the calorimeter was calibrated with indi
and lead for the scanning rate used and for the heat flow
sapphire. The purge gas was nitrogen. The temperature o
calorimeter block were kept well stabilized at temperatu
of (20060.1) K in order to reach reproducible scan
Sample mass was about 15 mg and the scanning rate wa
K/min for all heating and cooling cycles. The calorimetr
glass transition temperature was determined in the hea
cycle as the temperature at the half step incp .

III. RESULTS

A. Dielectric relaxation of the amorphous low-
molecular-weight-compound

A temperature sweep at constant frequency shows
dielectric relaxation phenomena~Fig. 2!. At high tempera-
tures a strong relaxation exists which is related to the ther
vitrification process and calleda-relaxation. Below the ther-
mal glass transition temperature a weak low temperature
laxation occurs, called b-relaxation ~secondary or
Johari–Goldstein14 process!.

To determine the temperature–time~frequency! depen-
dence of the relaxation processes, frequency sweeps at
thermal conditions were performed. The peak position of
a-relaxation follows a Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann~VFT!
equation

lg f max5A2
B

T2T0
. ~2!
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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A5 lg f ` andB are constants,T0 is the so called ideal glas
transition or Vogel temperature. From the slope of thea-
relaxation a fragility parameter~in the sense of Angell15,16!
of m577 was determined, indicating a medium fragility.

Theb-relaxation follows an Arrhenius~ARR! law ~VFT
equation withT050! which is characteristic for thermal ac
tivated processes

lg f max5A2
B

T
. ~3!

The parameters of both relaxation processes are listed in
3.

B. Real time dielectric measurements during
crystallization

Frequency sweeps from 3 MHz to 100 Hz were p
formed during the isothermal crystallization process at d
ferent times. For the melt-crystallization~mc!, shown in Fig.
4, the sample was heated above the melting temperature
then cooled down to the crystallization temperature of 343

FIG. 2. Temperature sweep while cooling from the melt with 10 K/min a
constant frequency off 51 MHz.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the frequency position ofa- ~h! andb-
~j! relaxation. Solid lines are fits with the VFT~A511.91,B5803.9 K,
T05216.8 K! and ARR @A513.37, B51247 K ~Ea523.9 kJ/mol)# equa-
tion. ^ is the calorimetric glass temperature at a heating rate of 10 K/
which corresponds to a frequency of about 1023 Hz. The inset shows the
a-relaxation for the amorphous~h! and the semicrystalline sample~¹!,
crystallized for 15 h at 343 K,xc598%.
Downloaded 12 Feb 2008 to 194.117.6.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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with a cooling rate of about 5 K/min. To get isotherm
conditions a temperature setting time of about 5 min w
necessary. After this time the first sweep was started. E
measurement requires about 240 s. Although this was a
time for such experiments no crystallization during one m
surement sweep can be observed@there is no decrease ofe8
to lower frequencies for the frequency sweep started a
MHz, see Fig. 4~b!#.

For comparison, a cold-crystallization~cc! at 333 K was
also performed under the same measuring conditions.
sample was cooled down from the melt below the calorim
ric glass transition temperature,Tg , and then heated up to
the cold-crystallization temperatureTcc of 333 K. The heat-
ing and cooling rate was about 5 K/min. There are no qu
tative differences in the results from the melt-crystallizati
and the cold-crystallization so that we use, in the followin
only the results from the melt-crystallization.

Figure 4 shows the real time evolution of thea-
relaxation during the isothermal crystallization process
Tmc5343 K. The crystallization time is marked on the righ
hand side of the figure. During crystallization proceeds th
features are observed:

~i! Reduction of the intensity of thea-process with in-
creasing crystallization time but with nonzero inte
sity after a 15 h crystallization;

~ii ! shift of thea-loss peak to lower frequencies;
~iii ! change of the shape of the dielectric spectrum.

After a 15 h crystallization at 343 K a relaxation peak, with
a relaxation strength of about 2% of that of the amorpho
sample, can still be observed. This indicates that the sam

n

FIG. 4. Real~b! and imaginary part~a! of the complex dielectric function
for the a-relaxation during isothermal crystallization at selected crystalli
tion times.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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does not crystallize to 100%. The remaining relaxation p
cess shows a VFT behavior, typical for ana-relaxation. In
comparison to the fully amorphous sample, thea-relaxation
is shifted for about 15 K to higher temperatures~see inset in
Fig. 3!.

Relaxation intensity,De, and peak position,f max, as a
function of crystallization time are shown in Fig. 5. ForDe a
logarithmic scale was used, to show the reduction of ne
two orders of magnitude and the small changes at the v
end of crystallization.

C. Determination of crystallinity

It is known that low-molecular-weight compounds cry
tallize normally to a two phase system. That means o
amorphous and crystalline parts have to be taken into
count. This is somewhat different from polymers, where
additional noncrystalline part exists, the so-called rig
amorphous fraction, which does not participate to the gl
transition.5,6,17,18This seems to be important for possible d
ferences between the dynamic glass transition of semic
talline polymers and low-molecular-weight compounds. T
is why we have to check the two-phase behavior for
compound under investigation. One way is to determine
relationship between the step height in the heat capacit
the glass transition,Dcp and the heat of fusion,DHm , from
a DSC-scan. For a two phase systemDcp should be propor-
tional to 12xc . Besidesxc can be determined fromDHm .

First the crystals from chemical synthesis~as received
from recrystallization with ethanol, yielding small sing
crystals! were measured from 240 K to 425 K~see Fig. 6! to
get the parameters for the 100% crystalline sample. Then
sample was cooled down to 343 K and annealed for a c
tallization timetmc51 min. After that the sample was coole
down to 240 K and the next DSC-scan to 425 K was star
Then the procedure was repeated with a longer crystall
tion time. From all scans the step height of heat capacit
the glass transition,Dcp , the calorimetric glass temperatur
Tg , the heat of fusion,DHm , and the melting peak tempera
ture,Tm , were determined.

Unfortunately there is a problem in the analysis of th
measurement. For the crystals obtained from the recryst
zation with ethanol we get a melting point of 410 K. Th
samples crystallized from the melt at 343 K have a melt

FIG. 5. Relaxation intensity~m! and peak position~j! as a function of
crystallization time during isothermal crystallization at 343 K.
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point of 405 K, indicating different crystal modification
Therefore we cannot use the heat of fusion determined
the crystals from ethanol as the value of the 100% crystal
sample for the series crystallized at 343 K from the melt

That is why we have performed x-ray measureme
~WAXS and SAXS!. Compared to the crystals from ethan
the samples isothermal crystallized for 15 h at 343 K sho
slightly lower ~1% or 2%! crystallinity. Different crystal
modifications are confirmed, too.

This result allows us to assign the heat of fusion of t
sample crystallized for 15 h at 343 K (DHm558 J/g) to a
crystallinity of 98% and to determine the mass crystallini
xc , by xc5DHm /(58 J/g•0.98) ~Fig. 7!.

The straight line in Fig. 7 represents the two-pha
model. If there is no rigid amorphous fraction~two phase
system! the whole noncrystalline part (12xc) should par-
ticipate in the glass transition (Dcp /Dcpa512xc). Dcpa is
the step in the specific heat capacity for the amorph
sample. As shown in Fig. 7 for the compound under inv
tigation the normalized relaxation intensityDcp /Dcpa is in
good agreement with the two-phase model. That confirms

FIG. 6. DSC scans in the melting region and the glass transition reg
~inset! at selected crystallization times atTmc5343 K. The solid line indi-
cates the first heating scan for the crystals from ethanol; the broken
indicate the heating scans after the isothermal crystallization for diffe
times at 343 K.

FIG. 7. Normalized step height of heat capacity at the glass transit
Dcp /Dcpa vs normalized heat of fusion,DHm /DHm100%. The open dia-
mond L represents the crystallinity determined by x-ray for the sam
isothermal crystallized for 15 h.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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assumption that for the investigated low-molecular-wei
compound the whole noncrystalline part participates in
relaxation process.

The x-ray diffraction patterns are very complex and
the moment we are not able to extract some informat
about the arrangement of the crystalline and the amorph
regions. To obtain at least some qualitative informat
about the crystallization process and the possible morp
ogy we performed an Avrami analysis19 ~Fig. 8!,

xc~ t !/xc~`!512exp~2ktn!, ~4!

or

lg@2 ln~12xc~ t !/xc~`!!#5n lg t1 lg k, ~5!

wheren is a constant whose value depends on the mec
nism of nucleation and form of crystal growth, andk is a
constant containing the nucleation and growth paramet
xc(`) is the ultimate crystallinity at very long time~for our
sample 98%!.

The value of the Avrami exponentn51.89 is fairly
closed to the theoretical value of 2 which would indicate
two-dimensional crystal growth~under assumption of ather
mal nucleation!.20 That means we have a lamellaelike stru
ture. This is in agreement with electron micrographs o
tained from structure analogues twin molecules.21 The
remaining interface between neighboring crystals seem
be the reason for the noncrystalline part at the end of c
tallization and allows an estimation of the thickness of
amorphous regions, see below.

The same analysis with a dielectric standard substa
Salol yields an Avrami exponent ofn'3 which would indi-
cate a three-dimensional crystal growth. This compou
crystallize to a 100% crystalline sample.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Variation of maximum frequency and glass
temperature with crystallinity

In Fig. 5 we have shown the shift of the maximum p
sition of the dielectric loss curve with increasing crystalliz
tion time. More instructive is the maximum frequency as
function of the degree of crystallinity as presented in Fig.
The degree of crystallinity can be estimated from the norm

FIG. 8. Avrami plot with regression line and parameters.
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ized dielectric intensity@xc'12(De/Dea)#, because the re
laxation intensity is proportional to the noncrystalline part
shown above.

It is clearly visible that the shift of thea-peak position
starts at a degree of crystallinity above 90%. In addition
the shift of the peak position, a decreasing of the HN sh
parametersb andb•g can also be observed.

It remains the question whether this is due to a shift a
broadening of one peak or it is due to the result of the
perposition of two processes representing parts with differ
molecular mobility. Consider a semicrystalline morpholo
build up by layerlike crystals separated by small amorph
interfaces. The reason for such an interface may be that t
are molecules which cannot be incorporated into one of
neighboring crystals. Because the molecules have no c
structure, supporting the development of thicker noncrys
line layers as observed in polymers, the amorphous la
thickness is restricted to the dimension of a single molec
In our case the longest molecule axis in the crystalline s
is in the order of 1.5 nm, as determined by x-ray diffractio
Then, because of the expected very thin amorphous la
between the crystals, the volume fraction of this materia
negligible as long as an amorphous matrix between
growing crystals exists. The latter also determines the re
ation behavior until the amorphous matrix disappears. In
Avrami-plot this is indicated by the deviation from th
straight line for crystallization times greater than 2 h. Aft
this time only the relaxation process in the thin amorpho
layers between the crystals can be seen. This process ma
influenced by the spatial confinement due to the layer thi
ness of less than 2 nm. The deviation from the Avrami mo
corresponds very well with the changes in the relaxation
havior as shown in Fig. 9 and 11, supporting this sim
picture. If there are two different amorphous regions ins
the semicrystalline sample during the crystallization proc
it should be possible to separate both at the very end
crystal growth, e.g., after 2 h crystallization~see Fig. 4!.

In Fig. 10 the result of such a separation into two pr
cesses is shown. One peak has the same maximum pos
and curve shape as the fully amorphous sample and the o
that of the sample with the highest crystallinity~Fig. 10!.
This indicates that during crystallization the amorphous m

FIG. 9. Dielectric loss peak position~j!, HN-shape parametersb ~D! and
b•g ~,! in dependence of crystallinity (xc512De/Dea). The region from
0.9 to 1 is represented in a zoomed scale.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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trix disappears and a low frequency relaxation process ca
detected. This relaxation process should be related to
interface between the lamellaelike crystals and the obse
relaxation behavior may be the result of a spatial confi
ment, as discussed below.

This result is supported by the calorimetric investig
tions, too. For the thermal glass transition we found the sa
behavior like the frequency position of the dielectric lo
peak. At a crystallinity above 90% there is a step of 15 K
the calorimetric glass transition temperature without dra
cally changes in the curve shape~see Fig. 11!. This matches
well with the dielectrica-relaxation, where the isocronal los
peak for the semicrystalline sample is also shifted to a 1
higher temperature than that of the amorphous sample,
inset in Fig. 3.

B. Comparison with the results from polymers

At first glance there are no differences between our
sults for a low-molecular-weight compound and the resu
from Ezquerraet al.4,5 for polymers. As in polymers, we
found a slowing down of thea-relaxation and a broadenin
of the loss peak. But a quantitative analysis shows that b
findings start at much higher crystallinities for the low

FIG. 10. Separation of the measured dielectric loss curve at a crystalliz
time of 2 h ~h! into two parts. Dotted line, HN-fit to thea-relaxation
process in the thin amorphous layers~15 h crystallization time!. Dashed
dotted line, proportional to the HN-fit of thea-relaxation process in the
amorphous~1.3% relaxation strength of the full amorphous sample!. The
solid line is the superposition of these two processes together with a
ductivity term ~dashed line!.

FIG. 11. Calorimetric glass transition temperature vs crystallinity.
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molecular-weight compound. Also the broadening of the l
frequency tail is weak compared to the effect for polyme

Consider a layerlike crystalline structure with amo
phous interfaces as well for the low-molecular-weight co
pound as for semicrystalline polymers. Then for both ma
rials qualitatively the same behavior is expected. The o
difference is the amount of amorphous material between
crystals. For polymers, totally filled with layer stack stru
tures, often more than 50% amorphous material remains.
the low-molecular-weight compound we detect only abo
2% amorphous material between the crystals. The obse
relaxation behavior will be influenced by this interfacial m
terial only if its fraction is comparable or smaller than th
fraction of the amorphous matrix. Therefore the relaxat
process in polymers is influenced at lower crystalliniti
compared to the situation in the low-molecular-weight co
pound. For the low-molecular-weight compound the sm
amount of interfacial material yields an influence on the
laxation behavior only at the very end of crystallization wh
the amount of remaining meltlike amorphous material
comparable to that of the interfacial fraction.

C. Spatial confinement

In both cases we can discuss the observed effects, s
ing down and broadening of thea-relaxation, as a conse
quence of spatial confining. One of the open questions
behind glass transition is that of the characteristic length
the corresponding molecular motions. One way to get inf
mation about this length scale is to investigate thea-
relaxation in geometries comparable with the expec
length scale. The results from a large number of studies
published.22–27 Mainly controlled porous glasses were us
to investigate the influence of size effects on relaxatio
dynamics. The results are conflicting. Both, a decrease22,23

and a small increase24 in the dynamic glass transition tem
perature was found. Arndtet al.25 found a strong dependenc
of these effects from the interaction between the glass fo
ing compound and the confining material.

In semicrystalline materials, as discussed here, o
small effects related to surface interactions should app
because the restriction of the glass-forming regions is du
the same substance. For semicrystalline poly~ethylene
terephthalate! ~PET! we found a slowing down of thea-
relaxation with increasing geometrical restrictions.28,18 Un-
fortunately for polymers the situation is complicated beca
of the chain structure and the formation of a rigid amorpho
fraction. Therefore some of the observed effects may
caused by the very special morphology of semicrystall
polymers. The comparison of the results from semicrys
line low-molecular-weight compounds with that of polyme
allows us to distinguish between effects caused by the ch
structure and that due to spatial confinement. Unfortuna
at the moment we are not able to determine the length s
of the confining geometry in the low-molecular-weight com
pound. From the Avrami analysis and electron micrograp
of structure analogs a layerlike crystalline structure is c
firmed. The remaining amorphous interface may be cau
by steric problems to incorporate a molecule in one of
neighboring crystals. If there is not enough space betw

on

n-
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both it is impossible to reorient the stiff molecules in t
direction necessary for crystallization. Then the dimension
the interface is limited to the molecule dimension of abo
1.5 nm. This is in the same order of magnitude as the th
ness of the mobile amorphous layers in semicrystal
PET.28

For both, the semicrystalline low-molecular-weight com
pound and the semicrystalline PET a shift of the calorime
glass transition temperature of about 15 K compared to
of an amorphous sample and a slowing down of the die
tric a-relaxation was observed. This effect seems to b
consequence of the spatial confinement and not cause
the chain structure of the polymer.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Dielectric relaxation measurements can be used a
powerful tool to characterize the changes occurring in gl
forming systems during isothermal crystallization in re
time. The changes observed in the dielectric relaxation p
cess during crystallization can be phenomenologically
scribed in terms of the Havriliak–Negami approximatio
The shift of the peak position to higher temperatures~lower
frequencies! can be related to spatial confinement in a syst
where the molecules of the glass forming fraction have
same interaction with the surface of the crystallites as in
amorphous fraction itself. The broadening of thea-
relaxation can not be easily interpreted as a confinemen
fect. The effect is much more pronounced in semicrystall
polymers and may be caused by the chain structure.
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